where HCI is prepared in a single rovibronic level using a tunable optical parametric oscillator (OPO) and the rovibronic levels of the OH reaction product are monitored using laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). For the nearly thermoneutral reaction of Oep) with ground state HCI (Ililg = 0.9 kcallmol) numerous experimental l -5 and theoretical 6 • 7 studies have concerned the reaction rate enhancement by vibrational excitation of the HCI reagent. The reaction rate constant for HCl(v = 1) and 7 The latter constructed two LEPS surfaces, denoted I and II, which reproduce the available kinetic data, but which show very different dynamical behavior with respect to rotational excitation of HCl(v = 0). Surface I exhibits a modest increase in reactivity for J> 6 and predicts substantial rotational excitation of the OH product. For surface II the reaction cross section decreases strongly with J of HCl(v = 0) and yields much less rotational excitation of the product.
Our experiment is carried out in a ( 1: 1 ) flowing mixture of HCI and N0 2 maintained at 0.100 Torr. Photolysis of N0 2 with 355 nm light produces Oep) exclusively,9 with a velocity spread corresponding to a distribution over the internal product states of NO(X 211) .10,11 Simultaneously the pulsed output of an OPO, propagating collinearly to the photolysis laser, selectively prepares rotational distribution is shifted to higher N' and becomes slightly more peaked. We also observe highly rotationally excited OH in its ground vibrational state. For reaction of --+ ClH + CI, investigated theoretically using the centrifugal sudden distorted wave and QCT calculations, also exhibits a reaction rate enhancement with reagent rotation. 12 The competition between energy and orientational effects is often considered to control the way in which reagent rotation affects reaction cross sections. Both enhancement and suppression of reactivity with increasing rotational excitation of the reactants have previously been observed. 13
The high degree of OH rotational excitation for
is similar to that which we have observed 9 for the related reaction ofOep) with ground vibrational state HBr. The high rotational excitation of the products can be explained as resulting from a repulsive X--H interaction in the exit channel. If the O-H-X geometry is slightly bent, the heavy + light-heavy mass combination readily channels this repulsive interaction into heavy-light product rotation.
The comparable production of OH(v' = 0) and
is in contrast to the more extreme vibrational inversion of the analogous reaction of Oep) with HBr, where essentially no OH(v' = 0) was observed. 9 ,14 The present direct observation of substantial branching into the vibrational ground state of OH from the reaction ofOep) with HCI(v = 2) contradicts the conclusion of Butler et al., 5 arrived at by kinetic modeling in Ref. 5 , that the production ofOH(v' = 0) from this reaction is insignificant.
With the ability to exploit laser techniques for the definition and control of the initial conditions of the reactants and for the interrogation of the resultant products, we anticipate that the Oep) + HCI(v,J) reaction system can be studied with unprecedented detail.
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